How to Apply

The exam fee ₹354 covers:
- Examination Fee, e-books (Downloadable PDF files of Success series book, two Past Question Papers), Student's Performance Report (SPR), Postal Charges and GST.

Register by paying online at www.unifiedcouncil.com, using Credit/Debit card or through NET Banking and receive instant confirmation promptly followed by the material.

Note: Download your 'admit card' on or after 06-12-2020 from our website: www.unifiedcouncil.com

Presentation of Awards

Top 3 rankers in each class are presented with Awards at the hands of eminent personalities at a grand function in Hyderabad.

Terms and Conditions:
- As we are taking 100% care while scanning the answer sheets & providing SPR, we do not entertain request for re-validation of answer sheets.
- If the exam is not conducted/results are not declared for incidents that are beyond our control, like earthquakes, extreme weather conditions, lost or damaged in transit or any other unforeseen circumstances; the liability of Unified Council is limited to the extent of the exam fee paid.
- In case of any dispute, all matters are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in Hyderabad only.
- Taxes are applicable for rewards.

Success Series Books cover the following topics:
- How the human brain works
- How to learn effectively and remember better
- Best methods of revision (Systematic Revision Technique)
- How to prepare one's own special notes (Mind Mapping Technique)
- Tips for perfect health
- Short-cut techniques to solve complex problems
- How to remember long-sequences, spellings and complicated objects/formulae (Mnemonics' technique)
- Exercises to improve memory power
- How to score better marks
- Using Brain Power
- Calligraphy
- Stress Management
- Lateral Thinking Puzzles
- Effective Techniques for Concentration

National Level Science Talent Search Examination - 2021
A Scientifically Designed Skill Based Assessment Test

For students of classes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12

It's a National Maths and Science Olympiad

Prizes sponsored by

Last date for receipt of applications: 03-10-2020
Division of Marks

For Class 2
Mathematics : 20  General Science : 30

For Classes 3 to 5
Mathematics : 25  Mathematics : 25
General Science : 30  Physics : 10
Critical Thinking : 05  Chemistry : 10

For Classes 6 to 10
Mathematics : 25  Biology : 10
General Science : 30  Critical Thinking : 05

For Classes 11 & 12 (PCM)
Mathematics : 25  Biology : 25
Physics : 15  Chemistry : 15
Chemistry : 15  Critical Thinking : 05

For Classes 11 & 12 (PCB)
Mathematics : 25  Biology : 25
Physics : 15  Chemistry : 15
Critical Thinking : 05

Syllabus

NSTSE question papers are suitable for student following CBSE/ICSE/ISC and various other State Board syllabi.
Please refer to the syllabus provided.

Examination Schedule
Date: 13th December, 2020 (Sunday)
Time: 10.30 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.

Examination Fee
Students appearing for the NSTSE are required to pay a fee of ₹54.
- Examination Fee, E-books (Downloadable PDF files of Success series book, two Past Question Papers), Student’s Performance Report (SPR), PostaCharges and GST.

Refer How to Apply section for payment procedure.

Details of Awards
Gold Medals & Cash Awards (on) Scholarships for the first 3 in each class (ranks 1 to 1)
A. NSTSE topper is awarded ₹ 2,00,000 cash prize*. The student who achieves the highest percentage of marks among all the classes is declared as NSTSE topper.
B. The top three rankers of each class are awarded a Laptop + a Memento + a Medal, each.
C. Rankers 4 to 10 and 11 to 40 of each class, are each awarded a cash prize of ₹ 3000 and ₹ 1000 respectively
D. Rankers 41 to 100 of each class are each awarded Talent & Olympiad Exams Resource Book from M/s. Brain Mapping Academy.

*NSTSE topper: A student of any class who achieves 100% marks is awarded a prize of ₹2,00,000. If no student achieves the same, the student who achieves the highest percentage of marks among all the classes, is awarded ₹1,00,000. If more than one student achieve the same, the prize money is distributed equally among them. Each topper gets either this prize or the regular prize (refer B).